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ANNOTATION

Primary teacher needs to adopt the many new techniques of teaching in a school. These contemporary techniques are designed with much research and analysis for the development and growth of children. Most of these techniques aim to construct effective learning which has been included in the syllabus of each and every primary school. Today students are taught with these specialized techniques so that the development of cognitive abilities in children takes place.
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АННОТАЦИЯ

Учителю начальных классов необходимо освоить множество новых методик преподавания в школе. Эти современные методы разработаны с большим количеством исследований и анализа для развития и роста детей. Большинство из этих методов направлены на построение эффективного обучения, которое было включено в программу каждой начальной школы. Сегодня студенты обучаются с помощью этих специализированных методов, так что развитие познавательных способностей у детей происходит.
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INTRODUCTION
The learning procedures in a school focus on motivating a child as it is the guiding force of an individual to achieving his or her goals. An aspiring educator will be able to know this by pursuing a primary teacher training course which focuses on the techniques of educating and developing children in a school. The primary level is one of the most sensitive times of a child’s life and teachers will learn how to help the students when and if they face any problems.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Contemporary techniques that are being taught with the help of this course are totally built on the research work done by scientists and educationists. The techniques of teaching aim to help the children in perceiving the environment and its aspects at a quicker rate as compared to the approaches used in the last decade.

Teachers training organizations like Institute of International Teachers Training provide this course for its candidates so that they can become expert primary educators in schools. By applying the techniques the primary teachers will create opportunities for children so that they achieve progress at a faster rate. These new approaches also develop knowledge of the variety of topics and this course helps the teacher to establish organized learning in the classroom. Primary teachers gain the proficiency of innovating in the classroom while teaching the subjects.

**DISCUSSIONS AND RESULTS**

This learning environment in a school provides education in many important areas where children’s growth is necessary. These techniques are now used in primary schools all over the world. Teachers advance at their own pace by joining this course. Teachers learn to develop structured lesson plans for their students in a school. In case the lesson plans are not effective, the teachers will modify it by discussing the methods with the principals. The teachers in this way develop a concrete syllabus for students in a primary school.
The teaching-learning techniques in a primary institute focus on the generation of enthusiasm in students. These also help the students to understand topics wholeheartedly. The effective techniques involve developing questionnaires on several topics that lead the children towards success. Teachers will ask questions related to the environment. The primary teachers will put these questions before the students and explain it to them with proficiency. The primary teachers will design activities for kids to work in small groups who will explore the world on their own. The students will work as explorers. These techniques of teaching can be known by joining a primary teacher training course from a reputed organization.

The techniques of teaching are progress oriented and learning is a process where students receive education through the designed activities. Some of these techniques include reading of storybooks, drawing and playing to make the teaching session more interactive. The primary teacher would learn to establish an environment where there would be discipline in the class, where children behave properly. Teachers will guide the children in solving problems by themselves because in this way they will be able to learn. Sometimes teachers will also ask questions to his students to assess the performance. Teachers will instruct the students to teach themselves and find out the answers.

The teachers will analyze the topics that should be taught because in this part learning depends on organizing information and then analyzing it to drive children towards progress. Children must be helped by the teachers to engage in organizing the topics that they have learnt. This procedure of teaching-learning can be studied in details by pursuing a primary teacher training course which will help an aspiring candidate to learn about the techniques of primary education for children.

Every kid goes through the process of child development which consists of learning to walk, speak, talk, play, and many essential formative learning’s. Each layer gets more complex as they grow with time. Naturally, not every child will develop the same way or speed, as each child has his/her own pace of growing and
coping with things. Teachers are the ones who spend the most time with children and hence it's highly pivotal they study and understand child development.

**CONCLUSION**

We already know by now that today a lot of techniques of primary teaching have come up and a teacher needs to implement them in the class. The teachers will need to gather information to help children develop many capabilities. The teacher must also motivate a child so that he or she can achieve success in his or her life. The teacher needs to realize the potentials of every child. As teachers, one must recognize the qualities of children and educate them in a way that they grow up to be good human beings. Therefore, one must pursue the primary teacher training course from an educational organization. The teacher must innovate while teaching to accelerate the learning process of children. Primary teachers have to be totally committed to his or her job and children must be provided with a memorable experience. Today educational organizations are also using many modern tools and technologies such as PowerPoint presentations and other audiovisual elements made for kids which fall under the purview of learning. We can also see that according to the recent research, the interactive learning process boosts children’s creativity. A young mind can grasp the basic concepts easily in a primary institute with proper assistance and guidance. If you are an interested candidate then is sure to take up this course from a reputed and certified institute. Increasing the professionalism and competence was recognized as the main driving force of progress and activities leading to the goals of sustainable development. The modern education system involves the further improvement of the mechanisms for raising the competence of future specialists on the basis of a creative approach and an innovative system for putting them into practice. From this point of view, the research competence of future specialists on the basis of a creative approach is of particular importance for creating innovation, creating intellectual resources for socio-economic development through the development of cognitive and divergent thinking based on modern pedagogical processes that
create new knowledge, and expanding the training opportunities for competitive personnel. The article looks into the requirements and policies for the competent teaching staff.
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